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Trinity College, Cambridge, M. Elected to London Greek Committee, ; joined Greek insurgency fighting for
independence from the Turks, Ridge, , revised edition published as Poems on Various Occasions, , revised as
Hours of Idleness: English Bards, and Scotch Reviewers: A Satire, James Cawthorn, , 2nd edition, revised and
enlarged, Under name Horace Hornem, Esq. The Bride of Abydos: Ode to Napoleon Bonaparte, Munroe, A
Tale bound with Jacqueline: The Siege of Corinth: A Poem [and] Parisina: Monody on the Death of the Right
Honourable R. Sheridan, John Murray London, England , Manfred, a Dramatic Poem, D. Marino Faliero,
Doge of Venice: An Historical Tragedy in Five Acts: Werner, a Tragedy, H. Harper New York , NY , The
Works of Lord Byron: Letters and Journals, six volumes, edited by Rowland E. Verse and Prose from the
South , Sidelights Although many contemporary critics considered his work immoral and inferior, Lord
Byron is now recognized as one of the most important poets of the nineteenth century. His literary reputation
has varied more from one era to another than that of any other major English poet. Enormously popular during
his lifetime, Byron was almost forgotten in the latter half of his century. Since then, however, critical acclaim
for his work has been restored and he is considered to be one of the most important figures of the romantic
movement. Because of his works, active life, and physical beauty, he came to be considered the
personification of the romantic poet-hero. The personality is inextricably bound up with the poetry, and the
confusion between the two was at times deliberately exploited by Byron, who posed as the real-life hero of his
own romances. Studies in Poetic Mythology, "but something in between: Although his was an old and revered
English family, it had been fast decaying. The boy endured a strict Calvinistic upbringing at the hands of a
Scottish nurse. Despite these hardships, he was notoriously proud of his lineage and was often accused of
pretension. However, his club foot was an embarrassment to him throughout his life. Unable to tolerate
criticism, Byron was quick to anger and often used his rage as a source of inspiration. He soon sought to
gratify his need for self-assertion in three main directions: On the death of his granduncle in , Byron inherited
the title of the sixth Baron Byron of Rochdale and the family estate of Newstead Abbey in Nottinghamshire.
He attended Harrow for four years where, Gatton explained, "he excelled in oratory, wrote verse, and played
sports, even cricket. After a quack doctor subjected him to painful, futile treatments for his foot, London
specialists prescribed a corrective boot, later fitted with a brace, which the patient often refused to wear.
Although the satire in English Bards is often unfair, it earned Byron the respect, or at least the fear, of his
critics. However, he felt a career in writing to be below his rank and decided to try politics. When he turned
twenty-one in , he was entitled to a seat in the House of Lords , and he attended several sessions of Parliament
that year, making several stirring speeches in the cause of reform. In July, however, he left England on a
journey through Greece and Turkey. He returned to England in and once again took his seat in Parliament.
Yet, when the poetry appeared in print in , it became an enormous success and Byron was hailed in literary
circles. Around this time he engaged in a tempestuous love affair with Lady Caroline Lamb, who later
characterized Byron as "madâ€”badâ€”and dangerous to know. One of his most notorious liaisons was with
his half-sister Augusta. The great turning point in his personal life came when Byron married Annabella
Milbanke in The couple had a daughter, Augusta Ada, but because he was periodically abusive toward
Annabella, she left him in and he never saw his wife or daughter again. When the scandal surrounding his
marital separation spread through England, Byron was vilified by press and public alike, and he left the
country. Before leaving England, Byron published the poetry collection Hebrew Melodies in , which includes
poems intended to serve as lyrics for musical adaptations of traditional Jewish tunes. Another poem to have
found lasting recognition is "The Destruction of Sennacherib," which is based on a brief story in II Chronicles
What details are missing in the biblical version, however, Byron provides; through metrical invention,
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description, powerful imagery, and parallelism the poet makes the dismal scene come to life. For several years
Byron lived in a variety of Italian cities, engaging in a series of romantic affairs and composing large portions
of his masterpiece, Don Juan. Variously described as a satire, epic satire, mock epic, and novel in verse, the
unfinished work eludes categorization despite critical agreement that it contains some of the finest satire in the
English language. Trueblood in Lord Byron. Juan and Tom are much alike in their instinctive courage and
innate goodness, qualities which bring them through severe trials with manly fortitude and increased
discretion. Thereafter it recounts his adventures as he travels from one level of experience to another: The
narrative thus attains an epic quality in its scope, its traditional subjects of love and war, and its mingling of
fiction with historical events and personages. Don Juan also reflects a modern cynicism with its rejection of
romantic illusion: Despite his witty disillusion, Juan assumes an essentially moral stance as he opposes
injustice and sympathizes with the poor, the weak, and the victims of society, revealing, finally, that pity,
humor, and compassion can best counter a chaotic and uncontrollable world. Modern in spirit, Don Juan is
considered one of the great comedies of English literature. If you enjoy the works of Lord Byron If you enjoy
the works of Lord Byron, you may also want to check out the following: Fights for Greece Still drawn to
politics, Byron left Italy for Greece in to join a group of insurgents fighting for independence from the Turks.
Gatton recounted what occurred in those final days, as Byron loaned thousands of pounds to the Greek fleet
and then joined Prince Alexander Mavrokordatos in Missolonghi in January of By the twelfth he was
seriously ill. Repeated bleedings, which he initially resisted, further debilitated him. On Easter Sunday, he
entered a comatose state. Lord Byron was likewise the most fashionable poet of the day. He created an
immensely popular Romantic heroâ€”defiant, melancholy, haunted by secret guiltâ€”for which, to many, he
seemed the model. He is also a Romantic paradox: Byron captivated the Western mind and heart as few
writers have, stamping upon nineteenth-century letters, arts, politics, even clothing styles, his image and name
as the embodiment of Romanticism. Frye, Northrop, Fables of Identity: Studies in Poetic Mythology,
Harcourt, The Poet, Gollancz London, England , A Symposium, Macmillan London, England , Moore, Doris
Langley, Lord Byron: Oorigo, Iris, The Last Attachment: Reference Guide to English Literature, 2nd edition,
St. James Press Detroit, MI ,
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Encyclopedia of Literary Romanticism. From that time on Caleb is a prisoner of anindependent of God, and
such blasphemy had led agreement, and Falkland is as much an oppressorto a battle between God and Lucifer
in which Luci- as Tyrrel had been before. One form of tyranny hasfer was defeated. As the victor, argues
Lucifer, God been replaced by another. Lucifer encourages Cain to question God. In , for this was the year
when the government,response, Cain relies solely on his reason, which fearing revolution and sedition,
suspended habeasleaves him unsatisfied. After Caleb escapes from prison, he adopts a variety of disguises,
thus securing temporary free-Further Reading dom. Complete to prison again, but as Falkland declines to
press charges, he is acquitted. Though a free man in the Poetical Works. Edited by Frederick Page. Falkland is
eventually brought to â€”Mark Westmoreland justice, by which time he is a broken man, worn out by his own
guilt and his pursuit of Caleb. Godwin There are aspects of Caleb Williams that are com- Godwin originally
wrote a different conclu-monly found in the 18th-century novel: Yet this is But in either case Caleb fails to
find complete free-also a novel published at a time of great political dom since he is either a victim of injustice
or elseand philosophical turmoil, and it sets out to engage he is a victim of his own conscience. Godwin
thuswith some of the great debates of its time, particu- examines tyranny in a number of forms. There islarly
politics and the relations between the classes. Edited by Gary Hand-He creates two characters to represent the
misuseof power: Barnabas Tyrrel, the arrogant English werk and A. Falkland is provoked into murdering
Tyrrel, hisoppressor, and, fearful of the consequences, allows â€”Irene Wiltshireothers to take the blame. Her
Life and Essays. The child was first seen as separate from identity, history, and politics, often emphasiz-the
adult during the Romantic period. Prior to ing the role of domestic affections in such affairs. Raising and
educating children in the upper sidered masculine and outside the domain of aclasses was the duty of wet
nurses and governesses female poet. By the time of such comment on the historical event; in doing so,
sheearly Romantics as William Blake, childhood critiques a masculine world view that supportswas upheld as
the ideal state of man, still envel- the violence of war. The social atmosphere was emphasize the role of the
heart in world affairs. In a poem that shows the absence of the domestic realm andFurther Reading its
affections, Hemans represents a crisis in patri-Coleridge, Sara. Edited by Peter Swaab. Hemans criticizes the
Nonetheless, the sive generations of family members he has served: Selected Poems, Letters, pulous son,
Jason. Edited by Susan J. Princeton University Press, Selected Poems, Prose, and Let- possession of her when
she was writing the novel: Edited by Gary Kelly. Thady is an interesting storyteller on several Routledge, He
is made to speak in an Irish vernacu-Robson, Catherine. In Poetry, Performance, History. Reimagining Poetry
in the Nineteenth Century. But the novel is more sophisticated than it overtones, not least in its stories of
female impris-might first appear. There is also the central ques- onment and abuse. According to Karl J. How
reliable is Thady as a narrator? Edgeworth clearly capturescunning and self-serving man who knows how to
something of this. Thusa question hanging over the end of the book is Another important context for Castle
Rackrentwhether the interests of the family have been well is the historical. The s saw violent demon-served
by their servants. As and Ireland, was passed in , the year RackrentJames Newcomer notes: Edgeworthtive,
not least in the ways in which they treat their herself was worried about the novel being read aswives. As the
editor Marilyn Butler notes,fortunes. When she refuses inserted an extensive glossary of words and phraseshe
locks her up for seven years, and she is freed at the end of the novel, flagging up its status as aonly when he
dies. Further Reading Belanger, Jacqueline. The women are important only as 2 Castle Rackrent and Ennui.
They exist only within the context and Colonial Slavery, â€” Rout-of, and as possessions of, the Rackrent
family. Maria Edgeworth, the Novelist, â€” celebrity 61 Subjects of Slavery, Agents of Change: But to many
contemporary observers, the raphies about any kind of celebrity were popu-culture of celebrity substituted
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momentary popular larâ€”lives of actors and actresses frequently sawapplause for more lasting forms of fame,
eroding print, for exampleâ€”and authors were no excep-the traditional ground of literary reputation. The
public exposure celebritydue in part to the rising cultural prestige of ideas entailed was particularly dangerous
for womenof genius, creativity, and self-expression. Striving writers, especially given the common culturalfor
visibility in a rapidly expanding print market- equation for women of fame and illicit sexuality. Perhaps the
great- son, the Anglo-Irish novelist Sydney Owensonest celebrity of the age, Lord Byron bewitched Lady
Morgan , and the poet Letitia Elizabethaudiences by blurring the line between his own Landon, all of whom
were highly visible figures incharacter and the dark, brooding heroes of his prominent literary and social
circles. As shown by the sought to distinguish between the ephemerality ofliterary historians Judith Pascoe
and Sarah Zim- modern celebrity and a classical rhetoric of famemerman, women writers such as Charlotte as
immortality. Developing institutions such as the public lecture and the periodical press changed the terms on
which writers met their public. The recent essayfame possible: In an Bennett, Andrew. Romantic Poets and the
Culture of Poster canto of his satiric epic Don Juan, Byronwryly describes a London literary scene thronging
ity. Cambridge University Press, Writers often complained that celebrity by T. Newauthorship demanded
pandering to a fickle public York: The Gothic, Scott, Dickens. Romantic Genius and the Literary
Maga-temporaries comes to seem almost the precondi- zine: Rout-tion of posthumous fame. Mel-ing out
memoirs, appreciations, portraits, busts, lor, 93â€” Indiana University Press,and other souvenirs of famous
writers, living and The curiosity readers felt about writers tees. Princeton University Press,found expression
in such increasingly popular prac- By the mid- From Romaunt to Handbook. Stanford Uni-and autonomy are
challenged by a focus on celeb- versity Press, Romanticism, Lyricism, and His-construction of an authorial
identity through the tory. State University of New York Press,exchanges among writers, publishers, and
readers. Fabrice is a master of self-deceptiontatingâ€”his most famous novel in November , whose lack of
self-awareness is stunning. He sharesfinishing it seven weeks later. However,along by its swashbuckling style.
This is shown to have tragic The plot of The Charterhouse of Parma can results. He is still youngtion. The
hero, a headstrong young man named and has also inadvertently caused the deaths ofFabrice Del Dongo, is an
idealist and admirer of Clelia and their illegitimate child, thanks to an ill-Napoleon Bonaparte. He is born in
the early planned scheme that went wrong. The Charterhouse of Parma. Bewitched by Scott, Moncrieff.
Fabrice is naive, is sometimes seen as heralding the Romantic age,however, and the brutishness and chaos of
war- but he is known almost as much for the Romanticfare is far from what he expects: A few minutes later
Fabrice Almost all the leading Romantic poets hailed himsaw, twenty paces ahead of him, a ploughed field as
a forerunner both for his writings and for hisat the surface of which was moving in a singular life story, but
later scholars have challenged thefashion. The furrows were full of water, and the soil Romantic nature of both
his life and works. After Waterloo Fabrice , three months after the death of his father, agoes back Milan,
where he becomes caught up in a writing teacher, Chatterton chafed in his provincialseries of romantic
exploits, the result of his impetu- surroundings, unhappy with the commercialism,ous nature and the
machinations of his fascinating coarseness, and violence of his city, though fiercelyaunt, Gina Pietranera,
duchess of Sanseverina, and loyal to its past, real and imagined. Instead of beingher married lover, Count
Mosca. Upon leaving school, in he waslong rope ; becomes a bishop; and falls in love with apprenticed to a
local lawyer, John Lambert. Hethe innocent, spiritual, if rather dull Clelia Conti. He then moved to Lon-work
that he loathed, but the workload was actu- don, where he supported himself with his pen, writ-ally quite light,
and he was able to spend a large ing satires in verse and prose on political subjectspart of his working hours on
his own historical and on general subjects, such as religion and greed. He also liked to wander the He also
composed a musical play, The Revenge,streets of Bristol, looking at its medieval ruins, and for which he was
paid, though it was never per-was especially fascinated by his local church, St. Some commentators say he
was just putting on a brave front to cover up his poverty and lack Because of the family connection, his father
of success, but others say he was in fact beginningwas able to obtain a large number of old church to make his
way in the world of London journalismdocuments, which he brought home to be used and publishing. The
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young Chatterton became fascinated On August 24, , Chattertonâ€”stillwith these documents, especially with
the story of months from his 18th birthdayâ€”was found deada 15th-century mayor of Bristol named William
in his attic room of a drug overdose. Eventually he developed an imaginary it was assumed he had committed
suicide, presum-history set at the time of Canynge and focus- ably out of despair over his lack of success as
aing on an invented character, the priest and poet writer.
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Their Hearts Get Eaten again and again by T. This mistake denies him a simple death and condemns him to
the punishment of repetition. In Portugal, the parliamentary budget debates of the past years â€” at least as
reported in the national media â€” gave more attention to the German finance minister as representative of the
richest EU state and the banks domiciled there, who are leading creditors to subordinate member-states like
Greece and Portugal than to the vocal complaints of Portuguese citizens. The point is that while all love
failsâ€”it is the pre-condition of humanity and therefore it is reborn. ERROR can be best understood today as
the inadequacy of the human individually, and as a species, to respond perfectly to the environment.
Sometimes error or creativity is just what is needed by a stagnant culture. Furthermore, virtually everything
humans do to survive must be taught and learned. Heroism is a role. The hero, as we all know, is by definition
an exception. Something she or he does has to be beyond what the majority do â€” otherwise it would be
indistinguishable from the behaviour of that majority. If the majority follows conventional rules of behaviour,
then heroism is and heroes are unconventional â€” that is to say first of all mistakes, failure for whatever
reason to behave in accordance with conventions. However, the heroes of classical antiquity â€” at least as
conventionally presented â€” were part of what might be called the divine universe. Their acts were mistakes
â€” violations of the conventions among the deities, errors made by gods and demi-gods. Man was at best a
conduit, not an agent. To the extent that heroism was relevant to humans it was by virtue of human submission
to the gods. One of the best examples of this is the myth of Sisyphus. One can see this in the arts of the period.
The transfer of divine law from the ancient gods, to the Church and then to monarchies, did not go
unchallenged, as the English Civil War demonstrated. Milton defended his staunch republicanism by turning
Satan into the hero of his Paradise Lost. However, by , the convention of divine law â€” whether vested in the
Church or in the monarch â€” was threatened by what turned out to be a major cultural crisis, but exploded in
the French Revolution. Critics of the Revolution, both contemporary and since then have blamed the mass
violence and wars triggered by the overthrow of the Bourbon monarchy on a massive error: Opposed to this
was a wide spread optimism that having swept away the obstacles of kings and priests, it would be possible to
create a religion of humanity. In fact, in the first years of the Revolution there was a movement to reorganise
religion in France by creating a cult with appropriate rites and festivals as a substitute for the Catholic Church.
What is important here is that significant participants in the Revolution recognised that the abolition of the
monarchy and the secularisation of the Catholic clergy were negative acts and that a culture, especially one
undergoing change, needs positive acts. They had to be unconventional in the creation of new conventions.
Two major English poets were especially known for their support of the French Revolution. Both wrote works
which interpreted the heroic role and thus created new ideas of heroes and heroism. However, they came to
disagree profoundly both on the consequences of the Revolution in their day and the meaning of heroes and
heroism. For purposes of simplification, there was a negative and a positive form of heroism. These were
exemplified in the works of Byron negative and Shelley positive. In his introduction to the play Prometheus
Unbound he wrote: In the minds of those who consider that magnificent fiction with a religious feeling it
engenders something worse. Although recognising that the conventional rules of behaviour were no longer
adequate, the Byronic hero sees this as an individual error. In the end this error is incorrigible and can only
bring death. The development of this conception of heroism can be seen in the four cantos of Childe Harold. In
this narrative poem Byron effectively describes his transformation to an enthusiast of the Revolution to one
who laments its failure and the defeat of Napoleon and finally resigns to death in the belief that the Revolution
was futile, pointless, that nothing can be changed. It too was a signal of the crisis and an attempt to transcend
it. Again the roles of heroism had to be reinterpreted. The reaction to the October Revolution was at least, if
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not more, violent because of technological developments than that triggered by the French Revolution. The
negative heroism Byron became violently opposed to the positive heroism Shelley. Attempts to understand
this conflict have been distorted by what can only be called a sloppy use of the terms and an even sloppier
explanation of the forces and political entities involved. For example, whereas the history of the period from
until was seen as a collective struggle for socialism in Russia and wherever it was supported in the world on
one hand. The alternative explanation has been that the struggle has been for individual liberty. Thus the hero
in the West ostensibly fights against all forms of social control, which inhibits his individualism. There was a
negative reaction to the French Revolution, which only saw the violence and the anarchy. And there was the
negative reaction to the October revolution in the 20th century. Strauss and Hitler were right in line in hating
communism. They hated the optimism and hope of the October revolution. They had to worry about their own
masses, who wanted to be free and to benefit from their own labour. But what does that really mean? The
apparent victory of negative heroism has actually left us with the death of value. This was coupled ironically
with an abandonment of any pretence that democracy â€” in the sense of popular rule for the general welfare
â€” was an acceptable social system. This is ironic because from until , nearly the entire world was engaged in
struggle to obtain the promises of democracy whether that inspired by or by Just when more countries became
independent than at any time in history, democracy and a social state were abandoned as the primary model of
political-social order. The hero in all of this was the entrepreneur or politician or even military officer who
was willing to take the hard decisions needed to suppress popular, democratic aspirations for the sake of the
supreme human objective of personal profit. Despite numerous economic crises, not to mention endless wars,
there is still a widely propagated belief that the problems will be solved by more heroism, negative heroism
that is. The heroes in our society are supposed to act deliberately against their own interests or against the
interests of those they ostensibly represent. This is the Byronic heroism which if carefully analysed can be
seen as the font of nihilism â€” not creativity or humanity. It is the heroism of suicide. In fact, many ordinary
people resist this kind of heroism because it is obvious that it is a death wish. It poses the conflict between
individualism and society as a pseudo-problem â€” one created by subservience to the gods. It is god the gods
who creates the conditions under which man is opposed to himself and to his fellow creatures. The individual
that Byron described and supposed he lived was a product of his desire to be reconciled with authority to be
happily submissive. In doing so he becomes emblematic for the refusal to be divided and exploited by the
gods. Negative liberty, which Berlin from his sinecure at Oxford espoused as the only defensible form, is
merely freedom within a system one cannot change, as freedom to buy and sell in the free market or
capitalism. In Act IV, Shelley does not describe a utopia â€” a nowhere in which there is nothing to do and all
questions are answered, all problems are solved. That is the usual opposition to the vision of Shelley and the
positive Romantics or the committed revolutionaries of and Instead Shelley shifts from a drama in which
Prometheus has had to deal with his oppressor and tormenter as punishment for bringing man fire knowledge ,
to Prometheus as the emblem of all human potential when knowledge is attainable by all and can be used to
live in the world. It is the heart â€” the love of man â€” that is renewed in the struggle to live and use the
knowledge attainable. Prometheus has not sacrificed himself. Prometheus is not everyman as an individual.
One ought perhaps to say Prometheus is only comprehensible as Man or Humanity. The liberal individual of
the Enlightenment was the imitation of god, god the autocrat, the tyrant. Shelley believed that this individual
was an insidious fiction â€” and for humanity a very destructive fiction. From until the key social event for
humanists was the French Revolution. From until the key social event was the October Revolution. The
October Revolution magnified the French Revolution to a global scale. Of course, that does not mean that the
ideals of the French Revolution and October Revolution were extinguished, only that the potential of Western
states to promote humanism in whatever form collapsed. Nietzsche anticipated this, essentially arguing that
the Byronic hero â€” the possessive individual in the sense of defined by property, rather than humanity â€”
was a destructive ideal. In that sense Nietzsche did not promote fascism, as is often supposed â€” although his
sister did â€” but prophesied its destructive power. The October Revolution globalised the French Revolution
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and it was met by globalised fascism leading to the Second World War, which was an even more violent
reaction than the wars against Napoleon. That heroism is an exception. The hero as we have learned to
appreciate him has always been a part of the deity â€” his violations were always within the confines of what
the gods decreed â€” and priests interpreted. For Shelley there were no gods. Prometheus joined the human
condition, the human species. He took fire to share with humanity. He did not bring divine perfectionâ€”the
gods were never perfect either. In his view the renewing heart, is not a brief illusion. However, the potential of
positive heroism has not been exhausted. It has merely lost its historical agents. Prometheus has had his heart
consumed and now must bear its slow but sure replacement. Plausible deniability is a concept attributed to the
US national security policy to characterise the imperative of covert action. The principle is simply that any
covert action should only be performed if, should it be exposed, it is possible to deny official responsibility for
the action. Preliminary investigations showed that aside from the natural conditions conducive to fires, the
failure to invest in training and equipment for local forest management and fire departments and the chronic
neglect of the rural areas by national government aggravated the damage immensely. Biology, Behavior and
the Arts, All societies set up heroes who embody their values. Heroes are essentially a religious way of
looking at life. Jesus is a hero, too. Prometheus is a type of Jesus.
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Young adult moral exemplars: The making of self through stories. Journal of Research on Adolescence, 15,
Naturalistic conceptions of moral maturity. Developmental Psychology, 34, The perceived personality of
moral exemplars. Journal of Moral Education, 28, Differing conceptions of moral exemplarity: Just, brave,
and caring. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 86, Moral personality of brave and caring
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It is commonly said that whereas in the twentieth century impersonal forces were believed to make history, in
the nineteenth century heroic individuals were believed to make history. His On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and
the Heroic in History celebrates eleven disparate figures grouped into six categories: Carlyle opens his book
with a statement that has come to epitomize the "Great Man" view of history: Yet for Carlyle heroes are
themselves at the mercy of history. He praises heroes for, above all, their insight into the course of society
rather than for the direction they impose on it. Heroes ultimately subordinate themselves to history, the course
of which is set by God. Furthermore, the period determines the category of hero needed and even possible.
Still, Carlyle is crediting heroes with great accomplishments. In the introduction to his The Philosophy of
History, Hegel, unlike Spencer, does praise the hero, but for embodying the World Spirit in its predestined
course of development. The twentieth century spawned still stronger skepticism toward the impact of heroes,
even in the face of the seemingly all too real impact of dictators like Adolf Hitler â€” and Joseph Stalin â€”
Defenders of heroism nevertheless remain. Hook argues for a sensible middle ground between crediting heroes
with everything, which he assumes Carlyle to be doing, and crediting them with nothing. Unlike Carlyle, for
whom heroes can be men of letters as well as of action, Hook is concerned only with heroes of action. He
distinguishes between "eventful men," whose actions happen to change history, and "event-making men,"
whose actions are intended to change history. Eventful men have no special insight, and someone else in their
place might have done the same. For example, Hook concedes that no one could have prevented World War I
but he also asserts that it was not inevitable that World War I would be fought the way it was. Despite his use
of the term "men," Hook includes females in both groupsâ€”for example, Catherine II of Russia â€” as an
event-making woman. Because only event-making men and women act on the basis of their talents, only they
deserve the epithet "hero. His heroes are not gods. Of the eleven discussed in On Heroes, the sole exception is
Odin, who after death was deified by his followers. For Carlyle, subsequent heroes have remained mere
humans because records have survived. Consequently, the hero as a divinity is gone forever. Aptly, Carlyle
uses the term "mythic" synonymously with "divine": For even if most heroes are not divine, those heroes
whose stories constitute myths are. Hero myths are stories about divine heroesâ€”divine in effect, whether or
not formally. To be sure, in the academic study of myth it is conventional to distinguish mere heroes, however
glorious, from gods. Folklorists in particular categorize the stories about most heroes as legends rather than
myths. Yet contrary to convention, heroism can blur the line between the human and the divineâ€”not by
demoting gods to humans but by elevating humans to gods. More precisely, heroism, when recounted in myth,
retains the distinction between the human and the divine but singles out the hero for making the leap from the
one to the other. Usually, the gap between the human and the divine is insurmountable, especially in Western
religions. The most egregious sin in the West is the attempt by humans to become gods, epitomized by the
vain efforts of Adam and Eve and of the builders of the Tower of Babel. The hiatus between the human and
the divine applies as fully to polytheistic religions as to monotheistic ones. For ancient Greeks, those who
dared to seek divinity were killed for their hubris. Those who directly challenged the gods were often
consigned to eternal punishment in Tartarus. Still, the West permits exceptions. In the ancient world the
grandest exception was Herakles Hercules , who, while born to Zeus, was still mortal. Herakles nevertheless
accomplished superhuman feats of strength, outmaneuvered death in his last three great feats, and was
rewarded with immortality by Zeus for his industry. Yet to some ancient writers such as Herodotos c. Greeks
did establish cults to worship human heroes, but only after their deaths, when heroes had transcended ordinary
constraints see Farnell, The grandest exception to the division in the West between humanity and divinity is,
of course, Jesus. Yet even his capacity to be at once fully human and fully divine is taken to be a paradox, and
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a paradox difficult to maintain in practice. Throughout its history, Christianity has often veered between
making Jesus merely an ideal human being, as in the Victorian period, and making him a sheer god, as in
ancient Gnosticism. Rather than trying to dissolve the gap between the human and the divine, hero myths
transform humans into virtual gods by conferring on them divine qualities. The qualities can range from
physical attributesâ€”strength, size, looksâ€”to intangible ones such as intelligence, drive, and integrity. The
difference between humans and gods may be of kind: Or the difference may be of degree: But so great is the
difference of degree that it still puts divinity beyond the reach of most. While anyone can aspire to become a
Hollywood star, the few who make it are not coincidentally called "gods" and, as "stars," reside in a heaven far
above us. Carlyle himself acknowledges the divine aura of his human heroes and even deems hero worship the
source of all religion, including Christianity. Modern Heroes Some heroes, or kinds of heroes, fit only certain
periods. Other heroes do survive, either because their appeal continues or because they are protean enough to
adapt to the times. Herakles, the greatest of ancient heroes, was by no means confined to the crude image of
him as Rambo-likeâ€”the title character in a series of Hollywood films from the s who appeared to be all
brawn and no brainsâ€”but on the contrary has been depicted as the embodiment of wisdom, the exemplar of
virtue, a tragic hero, a glutton, and even a romantic lover see Galinsky, In the twentieth century, as in prior
centuries, not only were traditional heroes transformed, but new heroes and new kinds of heroes emerged. Far
from divine, the contemporary hero is hopelessly humanâ€”mortal, powerless, amoral. The present-day hero is
often lowly even within the human communityâ€”more the outsider than the insider, more the loser than the
winner, more the villain than the savior. The contemporary hero is not a once-great figure who has fallen but a
figure who never rises. Sisyphus, not Oedipus, let alone Herakles, epitomizes contemporary heroism. Yet
Sisyphus is still to be commended for never giving up. Persistence replaces success, survival replaces
achievement. Because contemporary heroes scarcely reach the stature of gods, their stories scarcely constitute
myths. Yet it would surely be extreme to argue that traditional heroism has died out. Present-day heroes in
sports, entertainment, business, and politics are admired for their success, not for their mere persistence, and
the acclaim conferred on them often reaches the same divine plateau as in times past. They are "idolized" and
"worshiped. Theories of Hero Myths The distinctiveness among theories of hero myths is that they profess to
know the nature of all hero myths. Like theories of myth generally, theories of hero myths claim to answer the
main questions about the myths: The study of hero myths goes back at least to , when, in Primitive Culture,
the pioneering English anthropologist E. Tylor argued that many of them follow a uniform plot, or pattern: In
the Russian folklorist Vladimir Propp, in Morphology of the Folktale, sought to demonstrate that Russian fairy
tales follow a common biographical plot, in which the hero goes off on a successful adventure and upon his
return marries and gains the throne. Of attempts not merely to delineate patterns but also to determine the
origin, function, and subject matter of hero myths, the most important have been by the Viennese
psychoanalyst Otto Rank â€” , the American mythographer Joseph Campbell â€” , and the English folklorist
Lord Raglan â€” Rank later broke irreparably with Sigmund Freud â€” , but when he wrote The Myth of the
Birth of the Hero , he was a Freudian apostle. Raglan wrote The Hero as a theoretical ally of J. The first
halfâ€”birth, childhood, adolescence, and young adulthoodâ€”involves the establishment of oneself as an
independent person in the external world. The attainment of independence expresses itself concretely in the
securing of a job and a mate. Freudian problems involve a lingering attachment to either parents or instincts.
The hero is the child of most distinguished parents, usually the son of a king. His origin is preceded by
difficulties, such as continence, or prolonged barrenness, or secret intercourse of the parents due to external
prohibition or obstacles. During or before the pregnancy, there is a prophecy, in the form of a dream or oracle,
cautioning against his birth, and usually threatening danger to the father or his representative. As a rule, he is
surrendered to the water, in a box. He is then saved by animals, or by lowly people shepherds , and is suckled
by a female animal or by an humble woman. After he has grown up, he finds his distinguished parents, in a
highly versatile fashion. He takes his revenge on his father, on the one hand, and is acknowledged, on the
other. Finally he achieves rank and honors Rank, , p. Literally, or consciously, the hero, who is always male, is
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a historical or legendary figure like Oedipus of Greek mythology. The hero is heroic because he rises from
obscurity to the throne. Literally, he is an innocent victim of either his parents or, ultimately, fate. While his
parents have yearned for a child and abandon him only to save the father, they nevertheless do abandon him.
Symbolically, or unconsciously, the hero is heroic not because he dares to win a throne but because he dares to
kill his father. The killing is definitely intentional, and the cause is not revenge but sexual frustration. Too
horrendous to face, the true meaning of the hero myth becomes shielded by the concocted story. Rather than
the culprit, the hero becomes an innocent victim or at worst a justified avenger. What the hero seeks is masked
as power, not displayed as incest. Most of all, who the hero is becomes some third party, a historical or
legendary figure, rather than either the creator of the myth or anyone stirred by it. He is the real hero of the
myth. Symbolically, the hero gains a mate as well. One might then conclude that the myth fittingly expresses
the Freudian goal of the first half of life. In actuality, it expresses the opposite. The myth maker or reader is an
adult, but the wish vented by the myth is that of a child of three to five. The myth fulfills a wish never
outgrown by the adult who either invents or uses it. That adult is psychologically an eternal child.
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For on this morn three potent nations meet, To shed before his shrine the blood he deems most sweet. It was
published between and and is dedicated to "Ianthe". The poem describes the travels and reflections of a
world-weary young man who, disillusioned with a life of pleasure and revelry, looks for distraction in foreign
lands. In a wider sense, it is an expression of the melancholy and disillusionment felt by a generation weary of
the wars of the post- Revolutionary and Napoleonic eras. The title comes from the term childe , a medieval
title for a young man who was a candidate for knighthood. The poem contains elements thought to be
autobiographical, as Byron generated some of the storyline from experience gained during his travels through
Portugal , the Mediterranean and Aegean Sea between and Throughout the poem Byron, in character of
Childe Harold, regretted his wasted early youth, hence re-evaluating his life choices and re-designing himself
through going on the pilgrimage, during which he lamented various historical events including the Iberian
Peninsular War among others. Byron later wrote, "I awoke one morning and found myself famous". Published
in March, , the first run of quarto copies sold out in three days. Byron deemed the work "my best" in Byron
chose for the epigraph for the edition title page a passage from Le Cosmopolite, ou, le Citoyen du Monde , by
Louis Charles Fougeret de Monbron, in the original French. Translated into English, the quote emphasizes
how the travels have resulted in a greater appreciation of his own country: I have leafed through a large
enough number, which I have found equally bad. This examination was not at all fruitless for me. I hated my
country. All the impertinences of the different peoples among whom I have lived have reconciled me to her. If
I had not drawn any other benefit from my travels than that, I would regret neither the expense nor the fatigue.
It is clear from this description that this hero is well-educated and by extension is rather sophisticated in his
style. Aside from the obvious charm and attractiveness that this automatically creates, he struggles with his
integrity, being prone to mood swings. Generally, the hero has a disrespect for certain figures of authority,
thus creating the image of the Byronic hero as an exile or an outcast. The hero also has a tendency to be
arrogant and cynical, indulging in self-destructive behaviour which leads to the need to seduce men or women.
Although his sexual attraction through being mysterious is rather helpful, it often gets the hero into trouble.
Characters with the qualities of the Byronic hero have appeared in novels, films and plays ever since. Structure
The poem has four cantos written in Spenserian stanzas , which consist of eight iambic pentameter lines
followed by one alexandrine a twelve syllable iambic line , and has rhyme pattern ABABBCBCC. It is quoted
towards the end of Asterix in Belgium and the film Britannic. Hector Berlioz drew inspiration from this poem
in the creation of his second symphony, a programmatic and arguably semi-autobiographical work called
Harold en Italie. Emilius reads the first half of the fourth canto to Lizzie Eustace. Lewis , in The Screwtape
Letters , uses Childe Harold as an example of a soul who would have been damned by his "self-pity for
imaginary distresses. Herman Melville in Moby-Dick warns the ship-owners of Nantucket of enlisting
"sunken-eyed Platonists" to man the mast-head lest these dreamy youth "tow you ten wakes around the world,
and never make you one pint of sperm richer. Ten thousand blubber-hunters sweep over thee in vain.
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Leo Tolstoy published Childhood. In , Oscar Wilde was born 16 October. In George Eliot published her first
novel Adam Bede. Ivan Turgenev published Fathers and Sons. Henry David Thoreau died. Edith Wharton was
born. Verne had by then fully established the " scientific romance " as a genre. Charles Dickens published Our
Mutual Friend in installments from to Literature by this time was becoming increasingly popular.
Well-educated European and North American middle-classes read more than ever before. At the same time
authors tended toward plainer language and more broadly understood themes. People read about detectives,
ghosts, machines, wonders, adventures, tricky situations, unusual turns of fate and romances. Love stories and
grudges, explorations and wars, ideas based on scientific positivism and ideas based on nonsense and
gibberish were all being published and enjoyed by a readership which could now be termed "the masses". In
Nathaniel Hawthorne died. Dostoyevski published Notes from Underground or Letters from the Underworld.
It is probably correct to describe Dostoyevski as the first Existentialist author. Thomas Chandler Haliburton
died. Edith Maude Eaton was born. In Leo Tolstoy published War and Peace. Mark Twain published
Innocents Abroad. Matthew Arnold set a cultural agenda in his book Culture and Anarchy. His views
represented one of two polar opposites which would be in struggle against each other for many years to come.
The other side of the struggle would be represented by the Aesthetic , Symbolist or Decadent movement. On
the other side were Matthew Arnold , John Ruskin and the tendency amongst the arts toward a utilitarian ,
constructive and educational ethic. The Decadent movement was a transitional stage between romanticism and
modernism. In Charles Dickens died aged Before his death he was working on The Mystery of Edwin Drood
published unfinished. John McCrae was born. Hilaire Belloc was born 27 July. Samuel Butler published
Erewhon , an early science fiction novel. In Alfred Jarry was born 8 September.
Chapter 8 : Books and Articles Â« Heroism Science
Philip Martin 'Heroism and history: Childe Harold I and II and the Tales', in The Cambridge Companion to Byron, ed.
Drummond Bone (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), p. 84 (pp. ).

Chapter 9 : Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto III [excerpt] by George Gordon Byron - Poems | www.nxgvisi
The Cambridge Companion to Byron by Bone, J. Drummond available in Trade Paperback on www.nxgvision.com, also
read synopsis and reviews. Byron's life and work and the interactions between them have fascinated readers for two
hundred.
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